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Today's Update
Deploys and Releases across Holochain and Holo

We have news on several fronts today.

1. Holochain 0.0.145 Release

2. Chess + Chat - Releasing in Public Test

3. NixOS Update moves to Staging Tests prior to Release

4. Dev complete on Publisher Alpha — QA Tests continue into next week

The 0.0.145 release of Holochain brings some important updates - specifically this includes 1)

namespace changes, and 2) enzymatic validation - which enables M of N witness based

countersigning. Both of these are key aspects needed prior to the 0.1.0 stable HDK.

After a short pause in the Longevity Test for hosted Elemental Chat and the hosting

infrastructure, we are reopening the test and releasing Elemental Chess publicly later today.

Watch for invites and links to participate.
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ABOUT HOLO

Holo is a distributed cloud hosting marketplace for peer-to-peer apps built on Holochain. We're helping
to build a better Web.

Holo is to cloud hosting what Airbnb was to hotels—anyone can become a host by turning their computer into a
source of revenue, getting paid in HoloFuel for hosting peer-to-peer applications to the legacy web. By hosting
P2P apps, you support a web that empowers your peers and communities.

NixOS is the underlying operating system for HoloPorts and this update brings a few bug fixes

and improvements. Specifically, we are testing a recent change to fan controls, which we expect

will quiet down devices, and also, there are a few improvements to how hApps are installed

under the hood on HoloPorts.

The next large milestone for Holo is the Publisher Alpha Program. We are now dev-complete on

that work and the teams are proceeding with deployment activities, QA and release planning.

We'll be sharing more about the program next week as we get closer to the Alpha launch with

publishing.
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